Greetings from the Piedmont Healthcare Badge Services office. We have recently streamlined our enterprise badging process and centralized our program. Due to recent changes in the Piedmont Badge Policy students and individuals in a “shadowing” capacity will no longer have Piedmont identification badges issued.

When arriving at Piedmont properties, students and “shadowing” individuals are asked to use public access points to meet with their Proctor for the duration of their time in the facility. When leaving public areas, students and “shadowing” individuals are expected to be with their designated Piedmont contact to access any secured areas of the facility.

Students are asked to park in designated public parking areas at Piedmont facilities.

At Piedmont Atlanta, students are asked to park in the North Deck Public Parking Deck. Students should enter the public parking gates, pull a ticket, and proceed to the “N-3” Level (top deck) to park. When ready to leave, the student should exit at a public parking exit gate with a booth attendant and show their school student identification. After hours, students are asked to approach the exit gates, press the intercom call button at the gate to speak with the Security Dispatcher to tell them their name and school affiliation for the Dispatcher to open the gate. This parking process is for Piedmont Atlanta only.

We appreciate your help implementing our changes.

Any questions may be directed to the Badge Services Team at badges@piedmont.org

Thank You,
Your Piedmont Badge Services Team